FACC
FARNBOROUGH AERODROME CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
“keeping people informed”

Question from:
Gareth Saunders - Councillor - Church Crookham Parish Council
Sir,
I would like to raise the following with NATS via the FACC please.
I have personally witnessed Farnborough air traffic flying different routes to the published SID/STAR
procedures, and the answers to my reports via WebTrak raise more questions.
A departure in April clearly showing the aircraft outside the departure corridor without permission, but no
action taken. (Replies are from FAL).

And then an arrival in May where the pilot has deviated from the STAR without permission and again no
action is taken by NATS.

The ACP set out specific operating procedures. I would like, on behalf of all Church Crookham residents, to
understand why such deviations are excused, when we were led to believe the ACP would lead to more
precise flying ?
There was a similar occurrence to the May 27 arrival just after 1500 today, that one will show in the next
reporting period but I would like NATS to explain why such deviations are, seemingly, allowed ?

Response from:
Ian Dickson - GM NATS Farnborough

Whilst RNAV departures do afford a higher degree of accurate track keeping, there is still an acceptable
element of deviation from the nominal centreline of the SID track.
There are different types of waypoint on a SID track, which are optional ‘fly by’, mandatory ‘fly by’ and ‘fly
over’ waypoints.
The waypoints along the SID routings from Farnborough are generally of the ‘fly by’ nature, which means
that flights will fly in the vicinity of (vicinity will be a variable distance depending on the speed of the
aircraft) the waypoint and not directly over it.
This explains why there is sometimes an observable spread of departure tracks, however the majority of
flights, will fly close to the nominal centreline of the departure.
Part B of the ACP consultation document contains figure B9, which depicts this acceptable spread of
departures.
NATS and indeed all Air Navigation Service Providers take flight safety extremely seriously, and will report
actions of flight crews that erode flight safety.
The demonstrated deviations from outbound nominal tracks raised in the original question to the FACC,
would not constitute a flight safety hazard as they were not significant enough that nearby flights could be
affected.
The issue highlighted on the email regarding arrivals was simply pilot error in mis-interpreting an ATC
instruction which was effectively… “after XXX point, fly a certain heading” in this circumstance, the flight
still had to route to 1 or 2 points before reaching XXX point. Instead of completing the route as planned, the
pilot understood the instruction to route directly to XXX point and then take up the heading, this was
identified and corrected due to ATC monitoring.
Even though this was a unauthorised deviation from the route, there was no flight safety implication, therefore
no CAA paperwork was submitted, however the crew were tactically re-positioned and debriefed of the issue
via the radio at the time.
This response level is inline with joint NATS/Farnborough Airport ‘Just Culture policy’ where errors and
omissions that are not malicious or negligent are treated as lesson learning opportunities and therefore not
punished. These lessons are generally communicated to flight crews at the time of event, or otherwise via the
FAL environmental team.
If the deviation took the flight outside of regulated airspace or into closer proximity of other flights, then a
safety report would be submitted, otherwise a verbal de-brief will suffice.
I hope this answers the question from Cllr. Saunders.

